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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, what more is there for the resolute fellow to doubt?    The activity
going on right now-whose is it?    Grasp and use but never name-this is called the ‘mysterious
principle.’    Come to such understanding as this, and there are no dharmas to be disliked.

“A man of old said:
        My mind turns in accordance with the myriad circumstances,
        And this turning, in truth, is most mysterious.
        Recognizing my nature while according with the flow,
        I’ve no more joy nor any sorrow.”

Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an School is that the sequence of death and life is or-
derly.    The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.

“When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times, in re-
sponse to something they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or
they may, by picking up a tricky device, make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the
half of the body; or again they may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant.”

This man of old that he talks about in the text is one of the patriarchs.    I forgot exactly
what number he is.    When we use the word patriarch what type of person, what kind of    person
are we talking about?    It looks as if, at least temporarily, people use the word patriarch to mean
someone who has received transmission, received  inka.      But actually there is nothing that a
teacher has to give.    But even though there is nothing to give we explain this idea of transmis-
sion or inka    as the teacher recognizing the transmission of the student.    But in truth there’s ab-
solutely nothing for the teacher to give his or her students.    The inka  therefore, is proof of the
teacher saying to the student you are enlightened in the same way that I am enlightened.    (MIS-
TAKE:    Roshi noticed this mistake and said it over again so it could be translated correctly,
which is the next sentence.)    Really it’s the opposite the teacher is saying my enlightenment is
the same as yours.    This thing called inka will not appear unless you, the students, get enlighten-
ment.

This thing that we call the self has as its content the activity which brings the self into be-
ing.    The mind the heart of a man is the activity of mind which brings man into being, this is the
very content of what we call man.    And a woman, although a woman and a man are both this
same thing called a human being, a woman has as her content the activity of kokoro, the activity
of heart mind which brings woman into being.    The kokoro which brings man into being and the
kokoro which brings woman into being are opposing one another, and yet they are doing their ac-
tivities within one single place, one unique place.    

When the activity which brings man into being and the activity which brings woman into
being meet that is when the perfect, complete condition, the complete self appears.    And as I’ve
been saying up until now this condition is what we call zero.    Because the condition, the activity
of zero is the perfect complete condition, there is no need for it to seek anything, no need for it to
be controlled by anything.    This manifestation of the complete, total activity, the perfect total
condition is what we call the activity, the condition of zero, but also we call it the activity of true
love.

The activity of kokoro of man, the plus activity, the activity of kokoro of woman, the mi-
nus activity, are doing the activity of having to, needing to, together manifest the complete condi-
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tion.    What we mean by activity, what we mean by doing the activity of living, or of making a
home is, both man and woman together,  seeking to manifest  the perfect complete condition.
When you do the complete activity of living, then it is no longer necessary to do the activity of
living anymore, the activity of making a home anymore, and so this is what is meant by the per-
fect condition.

    That’s why men must respect and revere women, and women must respect and revere
men.    In the natural condition, naturally women are grateful for men, and men are grateful for
women.    But, falling into a mistaken way of thinking we have kinds of societies or kinds of liv-
ing in which men feel they are superior and the women are treated inferiorly, or oppositely the
women are the superior ones and the men are the inferior ones.    It is in no way the case that men
are noble and precious and women are miserable and pitiful, or the opposite, it’s not the case ei-
ther that the women are the precious noble ones and the men are the miserable ones.    But attach-
ing to this I am self, affirming this I am self and then attaching to it, that’s when we fall into this
kind of mischief of consciousness, this prankstership of consciousness which says that the man is
the high class one, or the woman is the low class one or vice versa.

But according to Buddhism originally the activity of man and the activity of woman are
exactly equal, they possess the exact equal amount of power.    In India, the birth place of Bud-
dhism, this philosophy the Buddhism taught that men and women are equal did not actually be-
come prevalent, become spread out through society for about a hundred and fifty years after the
birth of Buddhism.    You can tell this condition by looking carefully at the sutras.    Before Bud-
dhism entered China, China was a completely male chauvinist society, actually India was the
same way before the birth of Buddhism.     The teaching of Buddhism the originally men and
women are equal, therefore, didn’t really take hold in China for five hundred years after Bud-
dhism arrived there.

Anyway, the plus activity and the minus activity are completely equal in their power.
But there is a difference, there’s a difference in character.    On the one hand we have plus and on
the other hand we have minus, but the power of each is the same.    Because there is equality you
might attach to equality, but if you attach to equality then there will always be fighting.

These two activities are always moving, always acting.    When the plus activity takes the
lead then the minus activity freely follows the plus activity.    Where is it that plus is doing its act-
ing in?    What kind of a place does minus use as her place of working?    And as I said plus and
minus are using the same place, the same area to work in.    If you investigate this, if you really
do zazen and look at this, then you’ll see that the plus activity is acting in the place of minus, and
acting in the place of minus, the plus activity completely sees into the place of minus.    And mi-
nus is working, acting, in order to see clearly into the home of plus, in order to completely expe-
rience the place of work of plus.

And plus having completely experienced, having completely seen into the world of minus
finally arrives at the source of minus. And when minus completely sees into the world of plus she
finally arrives at the origin of plus.    And when this arriving at each other’s origin takes place,
then the opposite activity happens, and each activity turns around to return to his or her own
home.    If your brain is working, and you’ve listened to teisho this far, then you should be able to
understand what I’ve said this far.    

When minus arrives at the source of plus then she turns around to go home.    Minus has
arrived at the origin of plus, and arriving at the origin of plus she stops doing the zero activity,
and immediately jumps into her own character of minus, and yet she cannot go back to the origin
of minus doing the minus activity.      Without obeying the activity of plus minus cannot return to
her origin.    It’s by following plus, by obeying plus that minus returns to her own place of origin.
Plus is the same, it arrives at the origin of minus.    And after arriving at the origin of minus the
plus activity must do the activity of returning to his own origin.    And in the same way as minus
the plus activity is not able to return to his origin by doing to plus activity, he must follow, obey
the minus activity in order to go home.
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To assert the I am self is not a bad thing, but to attach to asserting the I am self makes you
unable to freely see into, and freely follow the opposite activity, for example the plus activity
needs to freely follow and do the minus activity in order to return to his own origin.      The
woman after experiencing the world of man, the minus activity after experiencing the world of
plus must do the opposite activity.    The woman must do the male activity in order to return to
her home.    If you do zazen many many times contemplating this principle, and if you receive
many koan about this principle then, Nyorai Zen says that inevitably you will be able to see into
it.    And as I’ve said innumerable times before this, the activities of plus and minus sometimes
meet, sometimes encounter each other, and then break through this encounter and experience
each other’s worlds, over and over again.    

We call it the repetitive activity of sometimes unifying and sometimes opposing one an-
other.    This repetitive activity is what we call the activity which gives birth to all of us.    The
origin of all of us.    According to Nyorai Zen at least as a temporary way of defining it what we
call the condition of the origin of all of us, the condition of the origin of all existent things is the
will-less activity of repetitively sometimes unifying and sometimes facing of these two opposing
activities.    

There is someone practicing here who is almost, he’s just one step before getting his
Ph.D. in the investigation, research into the working of electricity.    Over and over again becom-
ing one and facing one another, repetitively and will-lessly, totally without will, this kind of ac-
tivity of plus and minus which is happening in the condition of the origin is the same as the kind
of activity of plus and minus which takes place in the activity called electricity.    

Because there is no activity called consciousness, no will at all in the condition of the ori-
gin there is also no good and no evil.    The kind of working, the kind of activity which has no
consciousness, which has no will, which doesn’t think, “I’m plus your minus.    I’m minus, your
plus,” that kind of activity is what we call the activity of emptiness, the activity of sunyata.
There are alot of people out there debating and writing essays about what really is the activity of
emptiness. But those people, stuck in the activity of consciousness, what they write wont ever
become the true explanation of what emptiness.    If you really want to understand the activity of
emptiness, then you have to do the activity which doesn’t have any will.    You must yourself do
the activity which has no consciousness.    And as I said before this will-less activity is the mani-
festation of true love.    That is the conclusion the Nyorai Zen reaches.
      But, then we are then faced with the question of why the self which does have consciousness,
which does have will, why does this self appear?    People often say that human beings cannot ex-
ist without love, and this love that they speak of is not the activity of emptiness.    This love is an
activity which is made of consciousness, and is something you can be conscious of.    You think,
“I want to love.    I want to be loved.”    The love which is within the world of consciousness, the
love which has as its content, “I want to love you.    I want to be loved by you,” is not the true
love, is not the love which is in the world of emptiness.    That’s the world of human love.    That
is the love which appears in the world of consciousness.    The love which is in the human world,
and the love which is in the world of zero, the world of emptiness, are absolutely not the same.
This is what we call in Buddhism selfish love, or greedy love.    It’s a really hot day out, and your
throat gets very dry, and you really want to drink a beer.    That’s what we mean by greedy love.
In the world of the perfect condition, in the world of the complete condition there is no greedy
love.    It is the incomplete self which manifests greedy love.    Within the human world there are
times when this greedy love arises, but there are also times when the love of emptiness appears.

Incomplete heart, incomplete mind gives rise to greedy love, and yet we have to ask the
question, “What gives rise to the incomplete self, the incomplete kokoro?”    If you only have the
minus activity as your content, then this self which has only the minus activity is in opposition to
man.    If you only have the plus activity as your content, and thinking, “I am a man,” well, in
that case you are always able to have greedy love, but you wont be able to manifest the love of
emptiness.    The way we define this human world is that when the incomplete self is born, simul-
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taneously the incomplete activities of plus and minus are born.    Although I repeat myself end-
lessly to put what I say into practice seems to be impossible for you.    When I see your sanzen,
even though you might do zazen for ten years or so, it seems like you absolutely don’t have a
clue.        

Together with the birth of any existent being, it doesn’t matter if it’s a rock or a plant or a
bird or an animal, whatever it is, together with the birth of that existent being is the birth of the
activities of plus and minus, but Buddhism says that when the activities of plus and minus are
born they are never born in a complete state.    And since I’ve said it so many times I’m sure you
understand that when the incomplete self is born together with the birth of the incomplete self is
the birth of incomplete tatha-gata and incomplete tatha-agata, incomplete plus or future activity,
and incomplete minus or past activity.    And to get into the details of how or why the self is actu-
ally born would take alot of time so we don’t really have to touch on it here. 

What we call the incomplete self is the self which appears having an incomplete amount
of plus and minus as its content.    It’s not a bad thing to affirm the self, but what Nyorai Zen
teaches you is that when the self appears it has both plus and minus as its content.    But some
people will disagree and say that sounds impossible.    But people who study psychology will
agree with this standpoint of Nyorai Zen an say that at the very moment of birth, at that moment
the self possesses an equal amount of plus and minus.    Although the self is born with both plus
and minus it does not have the total amount of plus or minus.    Although I repeat myself over and
over again, until you can grasp this experience, catch this experience for yourself you wont un-
derstand how interesting and fun Zen practice can be.    And then you’ll also understand how in-
teresting and fun the world of I want to love and I want to be loved really is    (MISTAKE: “...of
loving and being loved.”    Roshi didn’t say “want to” this time.)    

When the incomplete self is born inevitably it will end up making relationship with the
incomplete tatha-gata and making relationship with incomplete tatha-agata, and when it makes
complete relationship, when it makes both of these activities completely its content, then this is
the appearance of the complete or perfect person, or what Rinzai calls, “a man” in the text.    The
incomplete self, this self which has been born here makes the activity of mother and the activity
of father, the activities of past and future completely its content, but it can’t do that in one leap,
in one jump, immediately.    Within the activity of making mother and father completely its con-
tent it goes through many many different processes.    The reason it’s difficult is because there are
so many and various different processes that have to be gone through.    Because I’ve said it so
many times you would    expect that everybody would understand but you don’t.    When I test
you the kind of answers that come out are just fake answers (“BULLSHIT” is a better equiva-
lent to the Japanese “detarame.”)    

When the self goes to make father its content it must make relationship with father.    And
mother pulls back, “Don’t go to father, stay here with me.”    It’s because when the plus activity
works the minus activity always is working.      When the self,  when the child moves towards
mother then father says, “Don't go.    Stay with me.”    This process of not being able to be lop-
sided or one sided towards father, of needing to make relationship with both activities simultane-
ously will inevitably come up.    This is a very hard thing though.    And I’ve talked about it many
times.

But here the child has no power.    It can’t do what it wants to do, it must simply leave the
activity up to the power of mother and father, and in this situation it returns what it has received
form father to father, and returns what it has received from mother to mother.    We can call this
kind of returning a spiritual activity.    You have all grown up, and now, as grown ups, you’re to-
tally attached to the material world, and you can’t conceive of this kind of spiritual activity, and
yet you have grown up doing this spiritual activity.    

Through doing this spiritual activity the self wins for itself the perspective of father, and
wins for itself the perspective of mother, and having done this the condition of self looking upon
self, this spiritual world of the self looking upon the self appears.    Without the arising of the
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spiritual kind of consciousness that I’m talking about here then you can never say that the condi-
tion of self looking upon self has appeared.    Up until the manifestation of the kind of conscious-
ness, the sort of spiritual consciousness of the self looking upon the self,  the self has passed
through an innumerable amount of different kinds of worlds.    From the world of the some to the
world of the mosquito to the world of the bird, to the animal, many different kinds of world it has
passed through.    Finally when the self appears in the human world it grows as a human from an
infant it grows up and matures until it becomes a young person, and this young person finally is
able to manifest the kind of spiritual consciousness which looks upon the other and sees the other
as itself  (ADD:  “Man looks upon woman and sees her as himself and vice versa.”) When the
self sees the other as itself, there’s no problem, there’s no doubt, there is no hesitation, immedi-
ately this self manifests the activity of emptiness, the activity of true love, and unifies with the
other.    The world of self looking upon self is the world where there is no joy, and there is no
worry.

The patriarch here is talking about this kind of activity of kokoro.    It says in the text,
“My mind turns according with the myriad circumstances,” that means that in this world of sub-
ject and object this mind, this kokoro, freely makes relationship with subject and object, and
changes and transforms itself.    “And this turning in truth is most mysterious.”    Oh! I must help
that person!    This kind of activity of tranquility of peace naturally appears.    It’s impossible to
explain this.    Why do we care for one another?    Why does care happen? Why does caring oc-
cur? (ADD:    “Why do we come to be cared for?”)    Because the activity of heart, the activity of
mind doesn’t fixate, because it always is transforming and changing this caring appears.    And
this patriarch encourages you, tells you you must do this activity which can manifest the wisdom
which knows, as his (your) mind is following freely this activity of change, he (you) knows what
is happening.    In the text it  said,  “And recognizing my nature in accordance with the
flow,”      This flow he’s  talking about  is  the activity  which brings  the self  into being,  is  the
Dharma activity.      Even if  there is  no one there the self  (ADD:  “can practice,”) can do the
dharma activity, and together with a partner.    The dharma activity is the activity which forms the
bodhi tree.    And this patriarch says that, let’s say you’re doing zazen, there’s nobody there, but
your partner is this dharma activity.    There is no joy, there is no sorrow in this kind of relation-
ship.    So we should end at this place of “A man of old said.”    

The last part in Japanese:

流れに従って性を認得すれば、ですからこの変化の働きに従ってその変化の働きという
ものなにものがしておるのだという、その道理をはっきりとここでしる智慧を manifest
せようと古人がいっておるのである。
つまり、自分を成り立たせる働き、自分の住居している世界を成り立たせておる、この
働きは dharmaの働きである。誰もいなくても、一人で dharmaの働きを相手に修行する
ことができるのである。dharmaのはたらきだ、この bodhitreeを成り立たせておる働き
である。それを相手に吾々は座禅をして、そいう dharmaの働きを相手にして dharmaの
働きを contemplateする場合には何も喜びの憂いもあるまいと、これは古人は言ってお
るのである。
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